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Session  Outline:
Overview:  
Definition  of  renewable  vs  sustainable
Hydro,  biomass,  wind,  solar,  
geothermal,  wave,  tidal,  OTEC
Intermittency  and  the  need  for  storage
Hydroelectric  power:  
technology,  impacts.  
Energy  storage  through  reverse  hydro.
Wind  power:  
Technology
Wind  resources  on-‐‑shore/off-‐‑shore,  projects
How  much  wind  could  we  harvest  in  New  England?    

Renewable  energy
• Renewable energy sources: constantly replenished
o From the sun: either solar radiation, or the weather
o Inexhaustible energy, though finite power

• Renewable energy technologies have:
o a carbon footprint: from energy inputs to produce infrastructure
or harvest energy (biomass);
o an environmental footprint: from land use, resource extraction

• Sustainable (but not renewable) energy sources:
o Essentially inexhaustible energy (many generations) -- or –
plentiful enough to gradually wind-down use while transitioning
o Enough power to make a difference (at least on local scale)
o Low environmental impact

• Importance is low-carbon and env. impact, not just
renewable for renewable sake

Framing  the  challenge
• With a goal of eliminating fossil fuel use, plan to:
1. Convert most energy use to electricity (cars, heating)
2. “Decarbonize” electricity supply
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Sustainable  energy  sources:
• Hydroelectric
• Nuclear– covered later
o Not renewable - but low cabon

• Wind
• Solar (next week)
o Photovoltaic (PV)
o Concentrated –

• Bio-mass
• Geothermal
o not renewable – but inexhaustable

• Ocean:
o Wave energy
o Tidal energy
o Ocean thermal (OTEC)

Energy  Investments  by  Choice
• Comparing the countries in Europe, we see some have
>90% non-carbon energy while others have <20%
• A question of choice for those with financial resources
Today
in Energy energy mix appropriate country by country
• Different
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European nations are increasing electricity generation using no-carbon sources

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, International Energy Statistics

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, International Energy Statistics
Note: Click to view larger map.
Penetration rates of no-carbon generation have increased from 50% to 56% in recent years in Europe, as European Union countries

New  energy  installations
Large majority of new installations in EU are renewable
US recent installations ~55% fossil, renewables increasing
US  2013  (from  EIA)

EU  2014  (from  EWEA)

Coal: anomaly after Fukushima
Natural gas: expensive in EU

Generation  mix  changing
• Mostly natural gas built last 20 years, very little
nuclear or coal
• Wind growing in importance last 10 years

Energy  Alternative  Potential
•
•
•

There is an enormous supply of renewable energy
Potential quantities ignore environmental impact (land use)
Regional potentials are most important

Sources:  International  Energy  Agency,  US  Energy  Agency,  REN21

Energy  Source

Current

Potential

16  TW

+2.4%/yr

Solar

0.20  TW(2015)

23,000  TW

Wind

0.43  TW(2015)

25-‐‑70  TW

Hydropower

1.06  TW(2015)

3-‐‑4  TW

Biomass

95  GW(2013)

2-‐‑6  TW

Geothermal

12.8  GW(2013)

0.3-‐‑2  TW

Ocean  (wave,  tide,  OTEC)

0.5 GW(2015)

0.2-‐‑2  TW

Uranium  (nucl fission)

2  TW

90-‐‑300TW-‐‑y

Coal

40%

900  TW-‐‑y

World  energy  use

Petroleum

240  TW-‐‑y

Gas

215  TW-‐‑y

What  sources  are  really  needed?
• Can the world go 100% renewable? Why not?
• Considering potentials, environmental impacts,
intermittency and economics, this is a difficult question
• The Solutions Project (Mark Jacobson, Stanford): “THE
WORLD CAN TRANSITION TO 100% CLEAN, RENEWABLE
ENERGY” (no need for nuclear)
o Not the prevailing viewpoint, but a lofty goal
o Some (Naomi Oreskes) term those who disagree “the new deniers”

• Suggested reading; Sustainable Energy – Without the Hot
Air explores this question with the UK as an example
o
o
o
o

Breaks down energy consumption into transport, heating, stuff, …
Calculates potential for each renewable technology
Concludes actual potential somewhat lower
Very good explanations on efficiency, and ”back of the
envelope” calculations on many things

Power  density
Required power density depends on population and per-capita
consumption

Hydro-‐‑electric  Power
• A relatively mature source, growing ~3%/yr worldwide
o
o
o
o

As much as 80% of capacity already developed
Available in regions with right topography
Environmental trade-offs: biodiversity, irrigation
Issues with silt from erosion – damaging turbines, reducing
efficiency and reservoir size

Hydro-‐‑power  as  Pumped  Storage
• Turbine generators can be run backwards, to store
energy with about 85% round trip efficiency
• By far the largest category of storage on the grid
• Store energy for use during peak demand periods –
better utilization of all facilities

Northfield Mountain Pumped
Storage project
• Built: 1970s
• Capacity: 1143 MW
• 4 turbines, at different level

Hydro-‐‑Québec
• 63 generating stations on 27 reservoirs, 37 GW power
• The Northern Pass HVDC interconnect project (2018?):
o
o
o
o

1090 MW of hydro-electric power to MA and NE
192 miles (60 underground), 320 kV DC
~1/3 MA Global Warming Solutions Act needs (3.3M T CO2/yr)
Controversial in New Hampshire – large towers

Wind  Power
• Wind turbines for electricity available for decades
o Semi-mature but developing technology
o Moderate capital cost: ~ $1M per megawatt

• Location determines viability
o Capacity factor: ratio of its actual output over time period
to its potential full capacity output
United States - Annual Average Wind Speed at 80 m

On-shore:

US Locations with >30%
capacity factor at 80M:
10 TW potential
Installed:
MA 107 MW (2014)
Texas 14 GW
US 65.9 GW total
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Source: Wind resource estimates developed by AWS Truepower,
LLC for windNavigator ¶. Web: http://www.windnavigator.com |
http://www.awstruepower.com. Spatial resolution of wind resource
data: 2.5 km. Projection: Albers Equal Area WGS84.

Offshore  Wind
• Offshore presents challenges, but much higher
capacity for northern coastal states
o Europe has 64 off-shore wind farms (2013), US has 0 currently

Cape Wind Project
•
•
•
•
•

130 Siemens 3.6MW turbines
Capacity of 468 MW
Electricity for 75% of Cape
Fully permitted (2014)
Cancelled (2015) [local
opposition, economically

United States - Annual Average Offshore Wind Speed at 90 m
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Wind  turbine  technology

• Industry leader: Siemens
• Tubular steel towers up to 100m height
• Blades up to 75 meters length made from fiberglass-reinforced epoxy
• Quantum Blade technology (one of my favorite expressions)
• Gearboxes convert the massive torque of the main shaft into rotation
speed for driving 50 or 60Hz AC power
• Angular control on turbine blades to adjust speed
• Or – Direct drive turbines reduce complexity
3MW  direct  drive  D3  model

Wind  Turbine  Evolution
•
•

Higher altitude, larger bladed turbines most effective
Pushes technology development

Airbus  
A320

Wind  power  density
• Upper limit on power density estimated to be 2-3 W/m2, which
matches existing wind farm results

Horns Rev offshore wind farm west
of Denmark:
• Turbulent wake from upstream
turbines limits effectiveness of
closely spaced array
• Can cause damage to
downstream turbines

Cost  Competitiveness
Relative Competitiveness of Wind Power
Improved in 2014: Comparison to
Wholesale Electricity Prices
100

Wind project sample includes projects
with PPAs signed from 2003-2014
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Nationwide Wholesale Power Price Range (by calendar year)
Generation-Weighted Average Levelized Wind PPA Price (by year of PPA execution)

PPA year: 2003
Contracts: 9
MW: 570
51

2004
13
547

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
17
30
26
39
49
48
42
1,643 2,311 1,781 3,465 4,048 4,642 4,572

2012
14
985

2013 2014
26
13
3,674 1,768

• Wholesale price range reflects flat block of power across 23 pricing nodes across the U.S.
• Price comparison shown here is far from perfect – see full report for caveats

Economics  improving
Recent Wind Prices Are Hard to Beat:
Competitive with Expected Future Cost of
Burning Fuel in Natural Gas Plants
100

Range of AEO15 gas price projections
AEO15 reference case gas price projection
Wind 2012 PPA execution (985 MW, 14 contracts)
Wind 2013 PPA execution (3,674 MW, 26 contracts)
Wind 2014 PPA execution (1,768 MW, 13 contracts)
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Price comparison shown here is far from perfect – see full report for caveats
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European  Wind  status  (2016)
• 12,800 MW of wind power capacity was installed and
grid-connected in the EU during 2015, an increase of 6.3%
on 2014 installations.
• There is now 142 GW of installed wind energy capacity in
the EU: approximately 131 GW onshore and 11 GW
offshore.
• Wind power installed more than any other form of power
generation in 2015 and it accounted for 44.2% of total
2015 power capacity installations.
• Wind energy has overtaken hydro as the third largest
source of power generation in the EU with a 15.6% share
of total power capacity.
• The total wind power capacity installed at the end of
2015 could produce 315 TWh and cover 11.4% of the EU
electricity consumption in a normal wind year.

Deepwater  Wind
• Deepwater Wind (Providence RI)
• First offshore project in US, off Block Island
• 30 megawatt, 5 turbine Block Island Wind Farm is
scheduled to be online in late 2016

Coming  Soon:  Deepwater  ONE
•
•
•
•

Up to 1 GW, in service after 2018
Service Long Island and New England
256 sq mile site, govt auction
Next: 1GW off New Jersey

